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Abstract

Sandia National Laboratories is faced with the problem of losslessly compressing
digitized data produced by various measurement transducers. Their interest is in
compressing the data as it is created, i.e., in real time. In this work we examine a number
of lossless compression schemes with an eye toward their compression efficiencies and
compression speeds. The various algorithms are applied to data files supplied by Sandia
containing actual vibration data.

1. Introduction

The Telemetry Technology Development Department at Sandia National Laboratories
has been responsible for the design of real-time data acquisition systems for many years
[1]. These systems gather data in many different situations and environments, including
aircrafts, trucks, railcars, high-altitude balloons, and earth penetrators. Moreover, a wide
variety of data is collected, such as measurements of pressure, acceleration, temperature,
and various operating voltages.

The goal of this study is to devise an efficient lossless data compression algorithm
implementable on a microcomputer board.

In Section 2, we will briefly describe the lossless compression schemes that we
considered in this study. Section 3 contains some of the statistical measurements of the
telemetry data under test and a discussion on entropy. All of the compression results for
these data files are given in Section 4 and Section 5 discusses compression speeds.

2. Schemes Examined

Compression algorithms can be classified into the following four classes which will be
described in some detail in subsequent, sections. We list these classes in order of
increasing complexity:



- ad-hoc techniques

- dictionary techniques

- statistical (or model-based) techniques

- prediction techniques

The ad-hoc techniques deserve some attention for it includes the well-known run-length
encoding algorithm. This algorithm has applicability to data containing long runs of like
symbols (or bits). A run-length encoder achieves compression by replacing a run of like
symbols with a codeword indicating the length of the run. The ad-hoc methods that are
covered here are two types of run-length coding (one for runs of 0’s and one for runs of
1’s) as well as a two-mode run-length coding approach.

The dictionary schemes are probably the most well known. We are interested, in
particular, in the widely used Lempel-Ziv algorithm which resides in this class. These
schemes achieve compression by replacing commonly occurring strings (listed in a
dictionary shared by the encoder and decoder) by indices or pointers to the strings. LZ77,
LZ78, LZW (Lempel-Ziv-Welch) [2], UNIX compress, and PKZIP are some of the
examples of this category.

The statistical schemes which include the popular Huffman codes and the arithmetic
codes are based on a statistical model of the source data. The design of a robust
compression system therefore entails designing an adaptive modeler for the data source.
This adds to the complexity of the compression code, but this is the price to be paid for
optimality. The Rice algorithm of NASA is another technique in this class, which assumes
several statistical models and utilizes several Huffman encoders simultaneously and
chooses the best performer on the fly.

The prediction schemes are based on well known voice coding schemes. The idea is to
exploit correlation in consecutive waveform samples to minimize the number of bits per
sample used in the digital representation of the waveform. This is done by predicting the
value of the next sample (based on previous samples) and digitizing the difference between
the predicted and actual values. As a consequence of correlatedness, this difference can be
expected to be small, thus fewer bits are required for representation. This difference
encoding scheme is then followed by one of the lossless schemes mentioned above.

3. Data Statistics and Entropy

The first four files, outchan1.dat, outchan2.dat, outchan3.dat, outchan4.dat, contain
vibration measurements and the last one, outall4.dat, is the interleaved combination of
these four. Each of the first four contain 64000 8-bit bytes and, consequently, the fifth file 



contains 256 Kbytes. Because the files contain 8-bit samples, each sample falls into the
range 0-255. Table 1 gives the calculated statistical values of the five files.

In the context of data compression, it is the data entropy which is the most relevant
statistical measure. Entropy is defined to be the average information rate of a data source,
measured in information bits per source symbol and denoted by H. The larger the entropy,
the more information per source symbol contained by the data on average. A mathematical
formula for entropy for a memoryless source as first given by Shannon is

 
            (Bits/symbol) (1)

Statistical Values Outchan1 Outchan2 Outchan3 Outchan4 Outall4

Mean 133.7 124.1 121.6 53.4 108.2

Variance 11.3 7.4 14.6 2882.1 1750.5

Maximum Value 176 154 152 128 176

Minimum Value 110 101 96 0 0

File Size (Kbytes) 64 64 64 64 256

Table 1:  Statistical values of the telemetry data.

where P  is the probability of the ith character in the source data and n is the sourcei

alphabet size. The entropy can be shown to be a lower bound on the average codeword
length (in units of code bits per source symbol).

Equation (1) is useful only for measuring the information content in a memoryless
source because the probabilities that are used in this equation do not reflect any correlation
among the characters. The correlation between symbols tends to go to zero as the
displacement between the symbols increases. The definition of the entropy can be
modified as follows to incorporate the correlation among the characters (or memory in the
source) [3]:

(2)

where p is the order of the entropy and the memory order in the source. S is the set of
characters produced by the source and S  is the pth order Cartesian product of S:p

(3)



The compression ratio is defined to be compressed file size divided by the original file1

size.

If H is converted to units of code bits per source bit, then this would be a lower bound
on the compression ratio  for any lossless compression method. Thus, any compression1

scheme yielding a compression ratio less than the entropy necessarily loses information
(this lossy compression scheme is acceptable in image and voice coding applications).

Table 2 shows the zeroth- and first-order entropies for the various files. In each case a
logarithm base of 256 was employed, yielding the units in information bytes per data byte.
(Recall log  yields the units information bits per data byte.)2

The Table 2 values show that one can only achieve compression to only about half of
the original size of the file. In other words the redundancy in the telemetry files are about
half of the original size of the files.

Entropy Outchan1 Outchan2 Outchan3 Outchan4 Outall4

Zero-th Order 0.403 0.371 0.408 0.476 0.602

First Order 0.351 0.339 0.323 0.136 0.308

Table 2: Zeroth- and first-order entropies.

4. Results and Conclusion

In this section, the compression results of all previously explained compression routines
are given. Some of the results are parameter dependent. For these cases, only the best
results are presented. In each category, we have highlighted the routine or routines giving
the best compression efficiency by the symbol i.

All of the routines read 8-bit words unless it otherwise is explicitly noted. For
comparison purposes, first-order entropies are given in each table in parenthesis under the
file name.

4.1. Ad-Hoc Routines

The ad-hoc (run-length) routines listed in Table 3 were simulated. Programs are written in
the C programming language by using the Borland C v3.1 compiler and run under the
MS-DOS environment. The compression ratios and first-order entropies are summarized in
the table.



- ZRL : Zero Run-Length Coding [6]

- TMRL(s ,s ) : Two-Mode Run-Length Coding [6].0 1

- STMRL(s ,s ) : Shifted Two-Mode Run-Length Coding [6]. (All samples are shifted0 1

to the left to make the most probable sample value equal to zero.)
The shift values for files outch1 through outall are 133, 123, 121, 0 and 121
respectively.

Type Of Compression Outch1 Outch2 Outch3 Outch4 Outall
(0.351) (0.339) (0.323) (0.136) (0.308)

ZRL 1.22 1.44 1.40 0.863 1.23

TMRL(4,2) 1.096 1.001 1.141 0.837 1.021

TMRL (2,2) 0.997 1.062 1.013 0.829 0.972

iiSTMRL(4,2) 0.666 0.625 0.649 0.837 1.021

STMRL(2,2) 0.748 0.725 0.728 0.829 0.972

Table 3: Compression ratios for ad-hoc rim-length schemes.

We observe that only the shifted two-mode schemes provide any real compression, but
only for the original, uninterleaved files.

4.2. Statistical Routines

The statistical routines listed in Table 4 were simulated. The Rice algorithm compressor is
the simulation program for Advanced Hardware Architecture’s AHA3370 Rice Chip
(obtained from AHA). The notation in the table is defined as follows:

- FX-HUFF : Fixed Huffman Coding [4].

- AD-HUFF : Adaptive Huffman Coding [4].

- 0TH ARIT : Zeroth Order Arithmetic Coding [4].

- 3RD ARIT : Third Order Arithmetic Coding [4].

- RICE (L) : Rice Coding. L is the block size parameter.



Type Of Compression Outch1 Outch2 Outch3 Outch4 Outal1
(0.351) (0.339) (0.323) (0-136) (0.308)

FN-HUFF 0.416 0.377 0.416 0.481 0.609

AD-HUFF 0.414 0.375 0.412 0.465 0.577

0TH ARIT 0.415 0.376 0.414 0.479 0.605

ii3RD ARIT 0.349 0.365 0.347 0.186 0.328

RICE(512) 0.404 0.406 0.397 0.266 0.381

RICE(32) 0.419 0.420 0.409 0.282 0.383

Table 4: Compression ratios for statistical routines.

We observe from the table that 3rd-order arithmetic coding provides the greatest
compression, with Rice(512) coming in second.

4.3. Dictionary Routines

The dictionary routines simulated are listed in Table 5 together with their compression
results. The notation in the table is defined as follows:

- LZSS : Sliding window Lempel-Ziv [4].

-  LZ12 : LZW with 12-bit coding at the beginning [4].

- LZ15v : LZW with 9-bit coding at the beginning [4].

- UNIX COMP : “Compress” program, which is in LZW family.

- PK2.04g : The latest stable versions of PKZIP.

- ZOO210 : One of the archive compression routine.

- HA098 : Another archive compression routine.

We observe immediately that the DOS program 1z15v and the UNIX program
compress utilize roughly equivalent, algorithms and yield the best performance.



Type Of Compression Outch1 Outch2 Outch3 Outch4 Outal1
(0.351) (0.339) (0-323) (0-136) (0-308)

LZSS 0.513 0.508 0.498 0.268 0.499

LZ12 0.414 0.406 0.397 0.951 0.626

iiLZ15v 0.405 0.401 0.387 0.266 0.412

iiUNIX COMP 0.405 0.401 0.387 0.266 0.406

PK2.04g 0.423 0.423 0.388 0.235 0.407

ZOO210 0.424 0.412 0.398 0.269 0.427

iiHA098 0.406 0.412 0.385 0.225 0.398

Table 5: Compression ratios for dictionary routines.

4.4. Linear Prediction

4.4.1. Linear MMSE Prediction

The MMSE (Minimum Mean Squared Error) technique can be divided into two parts. The
first part is calculation of the coefficients of previous samples to predict the current value
by reading the source file entirely or partly. The second part reads these coefficients and
calculates the residue sequence and applies the bi-level coding scheme rules to compress
the residue sequence. The interleaved file outall4.dat in which the MMSE prediction
algorithm gave residue values outside the -127 to 128 range (i.e., more than 8 bits). The
other four data files produced residue sequences which required only 7 bits per residue to
represent.

The MMSE predictor/residue algorithm was combined not only with Stearns’ bi-level
coding scheme [5], but also with a Lempel-Ziv scheme (lz15v) and a 3rd-order arithmetic
scheme (arith-n). Table 6 lists the compression results for these combinations.

Type of Compression Outch1 Outch2 Outch3 Outch4
(0.351) (0.339) (0.323) (0.136)

BI-LEVEL 0.668 0.743 0.779 0.861

LZ15v 0.392 0.452 0.416 0.291

ii3RD ARIT 0.353 0.406 0.375 0.226

Table 6: Compression ratios for linear MMSE prediction routines.



We point out that the lossless encoders are presented with 7-bit residue values, whereas
the lz15v and arith-n algorithms were designed for 8-bit data inputs. It can be shown the
compression ratio for the latter is completely unaffected since the algorithm does not
depend on the input word length, but instead depends on the source alphabet size. While
the Lempel-Ziv algorithm does depend on input word size, the compression ratio is only
mildly affected for these files. This second point is demonstrated in the following
subsection where we give results for Lempel-Ziv algorithms designed for 6- and 7-bit
inputs.

4.4.2. The Ad-Hoc Predictor

For this algorithm the predictor

is used, where p  is the estimate for the current value, s  is the previous sample to currentk        k-1

k - th sample and W  = (M  + M ) /2 where M   = M   - 15 andk  1,k  0,k    0,k   1,k

(4)

The idea behind this modified “mean” W  is to “hard limit” abrupt changes in the data.k

The arithmetic compression routines do not depend on the size of the input word, and
hence the 6- and 7-bit residues are not problematic for this algorithm. The Huffman
algorithm shares this characteristic, but the Lempel-Ziv and Rice algorithms must be
modified to accommodate the these shorter input word sizes. The AHA version of the Rice
algorithm was designed to allow input word sizes ranging from 4 to 14 bits. For Lempel-
Ziv coding, the program lz15v was modified to accept 6- and 7-bit inputs (the arguments in
parenthesis show the bit number). The compression results are given in Table 7.

Despite good results, this simple predictor is still inferior to the Stearns technique as
expected which, in turn, is inferior to the lz15v algorithm by itself as seen in Table 8.

5. Speeds of Selected Compression Routines

Because it was not convenient to run the algorithm on the microcomputer board for which
this algorithm is targeted, we tested it on a few different platforms (and compilers). In
Table 9 run-time results are given in seconds for selected effective compression routines.
These routines were run under a 8MB RAM 486 PC with the Borland C compiler and two
different UNIX environments: NMSU hosts Dante and Paris. Dante is a Sun 4/670 and
Paris is a IBM RS/6000 workstations The values in the table are rounded to the nearest 



Type Of Compression Outch1 Outch2 Outch3 Outch4
(0.351) (0.339) (0.323) (0.136)

LZ15v(6) NA 0.512 NA NA

LZ15v(7) 0.457 0.514 0.467 0.328

LZ15v 0.460 0.517 0.469 0.329

RICE 0.865 0.875 0.865 0.869

ii3RD ARIT 0.397 0.457 0.412 0.243

AD-HUFF 0.483 0.494 0.531 0.458

Table 7: Compression ratios for ad-hoc predictor.

Compression Outch1 Outch2 Outch3 Outch4

Stearns w/ LZ15v 0.392 0.452 0.416 0.291

Ad Hoc w/ LZ15v 0.460 0.517 0.469 0.329

iiLZ15v (alone)         0.405 0.401 0.387 0.266

Table 8: Comparison between Stearns and ad-hoc predictor performance.

second. Thus, an entry of 3 * 2 * 1 in the table indicates that the program took 3 seconds to
run on the DOS machine, 2 seconds on Dante, and 1 second on Paris.

As the results show, the Lempel-Ziv routine not only gives among the best compression
ratios as demonstrated above, but also takes the least time to compress the source data.

Type of Compression Outch1 Outch2 Outch3 Outch4 Outall

2-mode Run-length 2 * 2 * 1 2 * 2 * 1 2 * 2 * 1 2 * 2 * 1 6 * 8 * 6

Adaptive Huffman 2 * 2 * 1 1 * 2 * 1 2 * 2 * 1 2 * 2 * 1 7 * 9 * 11

3rd Order Arithmetic 16 * 14 * 18 16 * 14 * 16 NA * 12 * 19 14 * 11 * 15 NA * 96 * 82

iiLZ15v 1 * 1 * 1 1 * 1 * 1 1 * 1 * 1 1* 1 * 1 3 * 4 * 4

Table 9: Compression speeds for individual lossless compression routines.



6. Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to find a real-time and lossless compression routine that
gives the best compromise between compression speed and efficiency, with applications to
telemetry data.

The ad-hoc run-length coding routines gave only moderate compression ratios at best.
Among the statistical routines, the 3rd-order arithmetic performs the best, but its
compression speed is quite slow. The Lempel-Ziv (dictionary) routines gave compression
results that are close to the best possible. In particular, lz15v, compress, and ha098 give
the lowest compression ratios after 3rd-order arithmetic compression routine. We point out
that UNIX’s compress gave the fastest compression among the three when all of them are
run in a UNIX environment. The complex linear prediction methods performed quite well,
but run slowly and usually yielded compression ratios inferior to that of the Lempel-Ziv
routines.
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